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TEASER

INT. RANES’ HOME - HALLWAY - NIGHT

SUPER: 1988

HENRY CHAMBERS (40s) walks down the hallway of a house. He’s 
got an upright, determined bearing, and a way of looking 
through people with his eyes. 

He walks calmly, purposefully, like this is his house.

But it’s a bit odd to wear MOTORCYCLE GLOVES in the middle of 
the night in your own house. 

INT. RANES’ HOME - KITCHEN - NIGHT

JONATHAN RANES (50s) stands by an open refrigerator.

He’s uncurled some foil covering a cake.

Jonathan’s sneaking himself a midnight snack.

We make out enough of the frosted lettering to guess this is 
a little kid’s birthday cake.

Jonathan enjoys his first bite so much that he closes his 
eyes for a second.

When he opens them, Henry’s already in the room.

Precisely, Henry steps forward, grabs Jonathan, and PUNCTURES 
Jonathan’s JUGULAR with a previously-unseen ICEPICK.

Just as purposefully, Henry GRIPS Jonathan in a BEAR HUG.

Flustered, Jonathan flails out, but succeeds only in hitting 
first the cake and then Henry with his hands, smearing 
birthday cake on Henry’s clothing.

Henry’s hold prevents Jonathan from reaching his hands up to 
stop the bleeding.

Blood gushes out. Jonathan weakens.

Henry holds him tight, feeling the life drain out of him. He 
focuses on this part most intently.

Jonathan sags, finally dead.

Henry gently lowers Jonathan to the floor.



When he does this, he notices...

...a LITTLE KID (6) watching him from the entrance to the 
kitchen.

Henry regards the Kid, sadly.

The Kid stares, frozen in place.

A WET SPOT spreads on his pajama bottoms.

Henry steps over to the HOUSE PHONE, secured against the wall 
in the kitchen.

There’s no searching for it. Henry clearly knew where it was.

Henry uses a gloved hand to pick up the house phone and dial 
9-1-1.

A female voice answers.

911 DISPATCHER (V.O.)
911, what is your emergency?

HENRY
38 McArthur Street. There’s a kid 
here. His father’s dead. You should 
send someone.

Henry sets the phone down without hanging up.

He turns, and exits out the rear sliding glass door.

EXT. RANES' HOME - NIGHT

Henry walks away from the Ranes’ home.

END OF TEASER
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